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Tutorial: Concrete vs. Abstract Thinking  

WHAT ARE CONCRETE AND ABSTRACT THINKING? 

and from specific examples of the things or concepts being thought about. Abstract thinkers are able to 
reflect on events and ideas, and on attributes and relationships separate from the objects that have those 
attributes or share those relationships. Thus, for example, a concrete thinker can think about this particular 
dog; a more abstract thinker can think about dogs in general. A concrete thinker can think about this dog 
on this rug; a more abstract thinker can think about spatial relations
that this ball is big; a more abstract thinker can think about size in general. A concrete thinker can count 
three cookies; a more abstract thinker can think about numbers. A concrete thinker can recognize that 
John likes Betty; a more abstract thinker can reflect on emotions, like affection. 

Another example of concrete thinking in young children is a two or three year old who thinks that as long as 
he stays out of his bedroom, it will not be bed time. In this case, the abstract concept of time (bedtime) is 
understood in terms of the more concrete concept of place (bedroom). The abstract idea of bedtime comes 
to mean the concrete idea of being in my bedroom.  

Another example that applies to two or three year olds is the following. One of the favorite Dr. Seuss books 
is Green Eggs and Ham, which ends with the narrator changing his mind from rejecting green eggs and ham 
under any circumstances to trying them and actually liking them. At a concrete level of understanding, the 
story is about a stubborn person changing his mind. At a more abstract level of understanding, it is about 
people in general being capable of modifying their thoughts and desires even when they are convinced that 
they cannot or do not want to do so. This more abstract level of understanding can be appreciated by two 
and three year old children only if the higher level of meaning comes out of a discussion of the book with a 
more mature adult. At older ages and higher levels of thinking, this same process of more mature thinkers 
facilitating higher levels of abstraction in less mature thinkers characterizes the process of teaching 
abstract thinking. For example, this is how great philosophers, like Socrates and Plato, taught their pupils 
how to think abstractly.  

An example of concrete versus abstract thinking in adolescence is the following. A concrete thinking 

talented players. An abstract thinking adolescent can recognize that this strategy in football is the same as 
using ones cognitive strengths in studying for an exam. In general, abstract thinkers are able to perceive 
analogies and relationships that others may not see and thereby understand higher levels of abstraction. 

The term abstraction also applies to uses of language. Abstract language is said to include terms that refer 

terms that refer to actua
uses of language, such as metaphors and figures of speech. For example, a concrete thinker would 

r literally to breakable panes of 
glass. An abstract thinker, in contrast, would understand that the figure of speech means that people who 
have faults of their own should not criticize others. One should be careful, however, not to equate metaphor 
with ab

to be so commonly used and easy to understand that 
 

The terms concrete and abstract are also used to suggest how practical or impractical an idea might be. In 
this sense, concrete ideas are those that have relevance to action (e.g., a recipe is concrete because it 
states how to cook a dinner; a differential equation is abstract because it is not tied to action in this way). 
This connection to action offers teachers and parents a way to make abstract ideas more concrete (and 
therefore more understandable) by showing their relevance to action. For example, chemistry can be 
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connected to cooking or medicine; mathematics can be connected to construction. These connections with 
practical activity help concrete thinkers understand and appreciate abstract concepts. 

Abstraction is a relative 
is a highly abstract concept. For a college student, the day after tomorrow is relatively concrete, as opposed 
to highly abstr Indeterminacy Principle. And of course there are many degrees of 
abstraction between these two extremes. A major component of intellectual development is this process of 
gradually moving from extremely concrete thinking to increasingly abstract thinking in an ever increasing 
array of content areas. 

To some extent, concrete and abstract are domain specific For example, for a mathematician; concepts like 
exponent and equation are second nature and relatively concrete in their meaning. However, that same 
mathematician might find concepts like value as used in political economy to be quite abstract. The reverse 
might be true for a political economist. Familiarity with the content in a given domain or specialty area 
dictates to some extent what will be considered concrete (and therefore easy to understand) and what will 
be considered abstract (and therefore hard to understand). 

The ability to think concretely and abstractly is also associated with the ability to transfer what is learned 
from one context to another. For example, a student who is a reasonably abstract thinker might learn the 
organization of an essay in English class and then transfer that learning to her writing in social studies 
class. In contrast, a concrete thinker might need to be specifically taught in both classes. 

 
WHY ARE CONCRETE AND ABSTRACT THINKING IMPORTANT FOR MANY STUDENTS AFTER TBI? 

It is often said that individuals with TBI have difficulty with abstract levels of thinking. Frontal lobe injury is 
typically identified as the source of this difficulty. In students with brain injury, impaired abstract thinking is 
frequently associated with reduced foresight, judgment, insight, reasoning, creativity, problem solving, and 
mental flexibility. 

Indeed, one popular theory of frontal lobe function maintains that many of the symptoms associated with 
-

difficulties listed in the last paragraph, these individuals tend to be impulsive (directed in their actions by 
whatever is most salient in the here and now) and distractible (attending to events in the here and now, 
however irrelevant). They have difficulty with multi-step activities and in general have difficulty sustaining 
goal-directed activity. Within this theory, difficulties at the level of abstract thinking have the same 
underlying cause as impulsive behavior and difficulty modifying behavior as a result of experience. 

There are other theories that account for difficulty with abstract thinking after TBI. However, most 
investigators agree that these difficulties are common and need to be attended to in rehabilitation and 
special education. Brain injury-related difficulties must, of course, be distinguished from normal 
developmental phenomena. In section 1 above, emphasis was placed on gradual development in childhood 
and adolescence from very concrete to increasingly abstract thinking. The concrete thinking of a child with 
brain injury may be developmentally normal, not a result of the injury. 

 
WHAT ARE THE MAIN FEATURES OF TEACHING OR TRAINING THAT ARE IMPORTANT FOR STUDENTS WHO 
HAVE DIFFICULTY WITH ABSTRACT THINKING? 

There are no simple solutions to the problem of concrete thinking. Indeed, many intelligent and successful 
adults would probably be classified as concrete thinkers in many areas of functioning. Despite their 
intelligence and many abilities, the likelihood that they could be trained to be theoretical physicists or 
philosophers is not large. With these common sense observations as background, staff and parents should 

(See Tutorials 
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on Cognitive Rehabilitation, Attention, Memory and Memory Problems, Organization, Problem Solving, 
Transfer of Training, Conversation and Cognition.) 

Understanding the Problem 
As always, the first task for teachers and parents is to correctly understand the problem. The concrete 
thinking associated with brain injury can easily be misidentified as mental retardation or a general problem 
with learning. Students with abstract thinking problems might be reasonably effective learners and 
processors of information in select domains. 

Having identified the difficulty with abstract thinking, parents and educators should become familiar with 
the compen
abstractly. 

Environmental Compensations and Strategies 
Competent and Sensitive Communication Partners: Knowing that a student is a concrete thinker, 
communication partners, including teachers and parents, should adjust their language accordingly. They 
should either avoid the use of language that is at too high a level of abstraction, or link abstract language 
with its concrete equivalent. For example, in encouraging a student to study hard, a parent might say, 

 
 

Using Concrete Meanings to Support Comprehension of Abstract Concepts: When learning to add and 
subtract, first graders commonly rely on their fingers or other physical objects to represent the abstract 

 is supported by the 
representation of those numbers in physical things that can be seen, held, and moved. Similarly, concrete 
thinking high school students might be able to understand an abstract social arrangement, like the caste 
system in India, by comparing it to social cliques they are familiar with in their school. Discussing 
similarities and differences between that which is unfamiliar and distant (i.e., abstract) and that which is 
familiar and close to home (i.e., concrete) is a valuable way to help students grasp the abstract concept. 

Facilitating the Development of Abstract Thinking 

an abstract thinker across domains of content. Sometimes pra
problems is suggested as a means to facilitate more abstract thinking. However, there is no evidence that 
practice of this sort enhances abstract thinking in a generalizable way. That is, a person can improve 
performance with brain teasers, math problems, and logic problems with no transfer to other domains of 
thinking. This 
person can be a reasonably flexible and abstract thinker in one area (e.g., sports) and remain a concrete 
thinker in another area (e.g., literature). Therefore, attempts to facilitate increasingly abstract thinking 
should be made within all relevant academic areas (e.g., math, literature, science, social studies), without 
expecting that improvements in one area will yield improvements in another area. If possible, similar 
language and analogies should be used (e.g., by parents and teachers) across areas so as not to 
overwhelm students with too much information or too many comparisons. Schools should not expect that 
exercises in abstract thinking in a therapy context (e.g., a speech-language therapist using workbook 
exercises in abstract thinking) will transfer to other academic or social domains. 

An alt
successfully taught their students how to think more deeply and abstractly, and how parents of young 

 processes. In the latter case, there is 
considerable evidence showing that parents who think out loud with their children in ways suggested by the 

r 
children in these ways have children who, other things being equal, develop organized, deep, and abstract 
thinking more quickly than comparable children who do not spend time with adults who think out loud with 
them in these ways. Teachers can play the same thinking-out-loud role with students. In effect, adults are 
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loud with children, they should routinely seek feedback from the student to ensure -
 

 Think out loud with the student: Great teachers of thinking, like Socrates, spend much of their time 
thinking through issues with their students, leading them gradually to ever higher levels of 
understanding and abstraction. Similarly it is known that parents who think out loud in an 

systematically higher levels of thinking, better organized thinking, and better problem solving. In 
home and classroom discussions, this out-loud thinking about important topics can be organized 
around the following thought processes: 

o searches for explanations (e.g., why and how questions) 
o searches for analogies 

 
o searches for alternative perspectives  to think about this? How 

 
o ways to organize 

connected  
o ways to evaluate  
o ways to draw inferences  

 Think out loud with the student about issues that are interesting and important: Issues that can be 

issues of personal importance. There are few issues that do not lend themselves to thinking about 
at a somewhat higher or more abstract level. These think-out-loud sessions can be lively and 
enjoyable dinner time conversations. 

 Highlight the thinking process: In connection with abstract thinking, discussions with adolescents 
should highlight the words concrete and abstract he story might be interpreted 

should not only explore explanations, but also explicitly describe this explanatory thought process 
as a way to derive explanations; they should not only explore analogies, but also explicitly describe 
this analogical thought process as a way to see connections; they should not only make organized 
connections, but also explicitly describe this organizational thought process as a way to become 
more organized in thinking. Talking about the thought processes and giving them a name 
facilitates an understanding of those thought processes, how to use them, and when to use them. 

 Use illuminating and motivating analogies: Just as finger counting makes abstract numbers and 
arithmetic operations more concrete for six year old children, so also meaningful analogies make 
abstract material more concrete for older students. For example, in explaining the three branches 
of government to a concrete 
create rules for you, they are functioning like the legislative branch of government. When they 
enforce those rules, they are functioning like the executive branch. When they try to resolve 

analogies connects the unfamiliar with the familiar, thereby making the abstract and unfamiliar 
more concrete and understandable. 

 Use external supports as needed: In logic, Venn diagrams (overlapping circles) are used to 

might be used to represent relationships among events in time. Models of the solar system are 
used to represent relationships among the sun, planets, and moons. When a product that needs 
assembly is opened, there is usually a sequence of pictures showing exactly how to put the object 
together. Each of these two- or three-dimensional representations of the organization of that which 

 a concrete representation of more abstract 

you need a map! 
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o Other graphic organizers can be used to represent other relationships and organizational 
systems. [See Tutorials on Organization; Advance Organizers; Reading Comprehension; 
Written Composition.] 

 Gradually remove the supports: Just as primary grade teachers try to gradually remove their 

so also teachers at every level  and parents  should gradually remove the concrete supports that 

boxes and connecting arrows, used to represent narrative organization for elementary school 
students, might be gradually transformed into a simple outline for middle schoolers.  

Specialists in cognitive development and intervention may be able to assist school staff in their attempts to 
facilitate development of abstract thinking in students with brain injury. 
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